TO THE EDITOR: Glancy et al. (4) measure the rate of oxygen consumption (J o ) by mitochondria incubated with an ATPconsuming system in the presence of creatine kinase (CK), and they show that this in vitro model of aerobically exercising skeletal muscle conforms to Meyer's electrical analog of muscle oxidative phosphorylation in vivo (23). I want to suggest that the interpretation of these experiments is enhanced by distinguishing the specific features of this model from general properties of feedback control (see 1-8 below), and making explicit its relationship (see Fig. 1 ) to alternative models (2, 7, 10, 16, 20, (27) (28) (29) (30) .
involving [ADP] (2) or ⌬G ATP (7, 23, 29) as the key signal, as well as more complicated models (30) .
For argument's sake, assume the relationship of flux to [ADP] (Fig. 1B) is causally prior: something like the hyperbolic (Michaelis-Menten) J P -[ADP] curve seen with incubated mitochondria [no doubt also in Glancy et al. (4) ] can be observed in exercising muscle in vivo (2, 16) (Fig. 1B) , whether this reflects mainly the ADP dependence of the adenine nucleotide translocase (10) or summarizes several such interactions of correlated metabolites (30) Fig. 1A ) and increases the midpoint slope (Fig. 1) , yielding faster but less strictly monoexponential kinetics (dashed line, Fig. 1D ): the relevance is, first, that modest sigmoidicity (Hill coefficient n Ϸ 2) (10) may explain the dynamic range in muscle in vivo without recourse to feed-forward (parallel activation) mechanisms (18) , and second, that a small degree of sigmoidicity (1 Ͻ n Ͻ 2) could (11, 13) (23) . Constancy of R m is a midrange linear approximation to a sigmoid J P -⌬G ATP (5, 24) (inset, Fig. 1C ). This could be seen as an epiphenomenon of a causal [ADP] dependence ( (12, 14) ; more generally, 1/R m , the actual mid-point slope of J P -⌬G ATP , increases with n ( Fig. 1) , which accelerates the kinetics (dashed line, Fig. 1D ). Alternative approaches using nonequilibrium thermodynamic formalism (7) or an empirical kinetic fit (9, 10) also describe a sigmoid J P Ϫ ⌬G ATP approximated by the linear relationship on which the electrical model is based (inset, Fig. 1C ). (24)] follows from, and justifies, the conceptual separation of the mitochondrion from the cytosolic CK system. The role of mitochondrial CK in this is heavily debated (14) but is probably small (11, 13) .
2) Demand-drive. The low elasticity of the ATP-consumer toward CK-related signals [as in vivo, where ATP turnover is largely demand-driven (8) (4) [also in vivo (24) ] is likely a midrange approximation (22) , compatible (algebraically and causally) with some nonlinear J P -[ADP] relationships (Fig. 1B) .
6) Monoexponential kinetics. That and 1/R m are independent of ATP turnover (4) [also in vivo (24) ] follows from the linearity of J P - [PCr] , when this is obtained (Fig. 1A) . 
where slope is (␤/4)(1 ϩ ␣), which yields a linear approximation (26) . The NET model entails small negative JP at very negative ⌬GATP (unattainable in vivo or in physiological models in vitro), which could, pragmatically, be absorbed in the estimated JP,BASAL added to the suprabasal ⌬JP measured by 31 P magnetic resonance spectroscopy PCr-kinetic methods (7, 9, 16) , or removed by adding ␣ and rescaling to give ϭ 1/(1 ϩ RT␤e ␤⌬ ), where ⌬ is the negative difference between ⌬GATP and (⌬GATP)1/2, the ⌬GATP for half-maximal flux; set ␤ ϭ n(1 ϩ )/(2 ϩ ) for a good fit, with correct midpoint slope, to the JP- 
8) Kinetics and mitochondrial capacity.
The validity of 1/R m and (given the approximate constancy of C) of k as measures of mitochondrial capacity, i.e., proportional to J P,MAX (4) [as also in vivo (24)] 3 , rests on the validity of the linear-model assumptions in the absence of pH change (5) . That is similar in vivo and in vitro when the ratio of mitochondrial volume to [TCr] is matched (4) makes sense in Meyer's model (4) and also in typical ADP-control models, where Ϸ [TCr]/J P,MAX (Fig. 1) .
In summary, that in a simple system "the robust energetic forces and flows maintained by the isolated mitochondria are similar to those observed in vivo" does indeed "reveal important features of mitochondrial function" (4), notably, that it is likely a demand-driven CK-mediated feedback mechanism not obviously in need of parallel activation mechanisms (18) to explain responses typical of aerobic exercise, but the data also make sense in several other perspectives than Meyer's elegant electrical analog model (23) .
